FROM THE EDITOR
HALLELU-YAH!
CANAAN LAND – HOME – DECLARATION OF DEPENDENCE
I had the privilege of going HOME June 24 – July 4, 2018 through a trip organized by Rabbis Debra and Earl
Bowen of Congregation Temple Beth El, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
This all started many years ago in Philadelphia. The revelation came when I read Deuteronomy 28, the fifth
book in the Torah. I could see myself clearly. This is when the journey began. I didn’t know it at the time but
this brought about many profound changes in my life. It was out of my control. I never felt this way before.
When I shared my revelation with others, people would look at me as if I was crazy. But I found that I had
allies whether or not it was intentional - Black people that left Chicago in the late 60s and actually went to live
in the land of Israel. This helped me believe that this was for real and that I was not alone. When I visited The
Village of Peace in Dimona, I told them how important they were to people, whether they knew it or not and
how they had inspired me.
I was brought into this revelation to learn about myself. A self who I had no idea existed. That’s what I kept
seeing when I was in Israel. I kept seeing the beginning. I had anxieties as I was traveling to the HOMELAND
never having been overseas, but there was a calmness that I will never forget. It was like I was destined. No
matter where I went I kept seeing the past, remembering back to when I first came into this – how incredible
it was that I was returning HOME! Every place I went, every road that we traversed, I could feel my ancestors
and elders.
The group that I went with made the trip that much more satisfying. It felt like a real kinship. We were together for 10 days and the family has grown because of our time together but I kept seeing a new narrative - a
people united in righteousness becoming aware of who we are and how important that is. It’s not just about
who WE are but, more importantly, it is about who HE is and how much HE means to our lives and the lives
of our NATION.
Nothing is more important than our unification as a people – that we truly learn to love ye one another. It is
about renewing our marriage vows to the MOST HIGH, truly becoming UNITED as ONE NATION unto
HIM. HINT Magazine was formed to express my love and gratitude towards HIM. We must continually seek
to inform, educate, and enlighten our people as a whole and the entire world. Our awakening is of the utmost
importance.
This is my DECLARATION OF DEPENDENCE!
HINT MAGAZINE…
		
QUEST FOR IDENTITY…
					ONE NATION!
Shalom Aleichem,
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